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Abstract

International Original Sin is still a persistent and widespread phenomenon, especially in emerging

market and developing (EMD) countries. The difficulties that may arise from the inability of

countries to borrow internationally in their domestic currency, among other effects, can hamper

EMD countries’ efforts to achieve domestic economic stability. The phenomenon of Original Sin

and some of its potential causes were examined by Eichengreen et al. (2002) and later Hausmann

and Panizza (2003). According to their findings, merely the economic size of a country is

significant in explaining the variation of Original Sin. This article, first, investigates empirically

whether the rather orthodox explanations of Original Sin as examined by Eichengreen et al.

(2002) and Hausmann and Panizza (2003) remain invalid, even when investigating a greater

timeframe with different trends and, second, elaborates an alternative explanatory approach

following Fritz et al. (2018) and de Paula et al. (2017, 2020). The empirical analysis confirms

that rather orthodox theories have difficulties in explaining the increased exposure of EMD

countries to Original Sin. However, the concept of a currency hierarchy sheds light on the

phenomenon. Differences in the liquidity premium between northern and southern currencies

and the liquidity preference of investors explain the constraints of southern countries to borrow

internationally in their own currency. To climb up the hierarchy of currencies by increasing their

liquidity premium is a lengthy and arduous undertaking. One way to achieve this could be by

uniting with economic partners, especially in its ultimate form as a currency union.
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1 Introduction

The inability of countries to borrow internationally in their domestic currency is still a

persistent and widespread phenomenon. In particular, emerging market and developing (EMD)

countries are suffering the most from what Eichengreen and Hausmann (1999) call Original

Sin. The difficulties that may arise from this inability, among other things, hamper EMD

countries from achieving domestic economic stability (Eichengreen et al., 2002). Eichengreen et

al. (2002) and later Hausmann and Panizza (2003) examine various potential explanations of its

international occurrence by analyzing 90 (91 at Hausmann and Panizza, 2003) advanced and

EMD countries in the period from 1993 to 1998. However, both merely find that the economic

size of a country is significant in explaining the variation of Original Sin. Although both studies

confirm that rather conventional theories have difficulties to elucidate the phenomenon, several

authors still make monetary authorities and governments responsible for countries’ inability to

borrow internationally in their domestic currency (Bordo, 2006; Essers & Cassimon, 2012; Engel

& Parker, 2018).

In recent years, Original Sin gained prominence among heterodox scholars who shed light on

the topic by using the concept of a currency hierarchy (Fritz et al., 2018; Gallo et al., 2019; de

Paula et al., 2017, 2020). Following their argumentation, the liquidity preference of international

investors and differences in the liquidity premium between northern (advanced) and southern

(EMD) currencies explain countries’ exposure to Original Sin. According to de Paula et al.

(2020), countries could compensate for their difference in the liquidity premium by appreciating

the exchange rate and/or increasing the yield of assets. Additionally, they could try to reduce

capital account regulations or to climb up the hierarchy of currencies by increasing their liquidity

premium.

This article investigates the development of Original Sin for a sample of 104 advanced and

EMD countries from 1999 to 2019. Although this article focuses on EMD countries, advanced

countries were necessary as a control group for an improved residual distribution and, hence,

a better reliance on the empirical results. The selected timeframe offers the greatest data

availability and covers the period right after Eichengreen et al. (2002) study almost up to

the COVID-19 crisis. To my knowledge, it is so far the most comprehensive analysis dealing

with the phenomenon of Original Sin. This study contributes to a better understanding of the

underdevelopment of EMD countries and their obstacles in their catching-up process.
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The objective of this article is, first, to prove empirically that macroeconomic explanations

of Original Sin as examined by Eichengreen et al. (2002) and Hausmann and Panizza (2003)

remain invalid, even when investigating a greater timeframe with different trends and, second, to

figure out what instead could best explain its variation while focusing on EMD countries. The

methodology is thus a literature review to identify the potential explanations of Original Sin

to be examined, followed by an empirical analysis and an alternative approach. The empirical

analysis extends the studies by Eichengreen et al. (2002) and Hausmann and Panizza (2003) on

multiple levels. Next to the greater timeframe with different trends, an increased number of

countries and the focus on EMD countries, the empirical analysis examines further potential

explanations and uses time-series analysis in addition to cross-sectional analysis. The advantage

of this approach is a more comprehensive analysis and a deeper insight into the phenomenon of

Original Sin and its causes.

The findings of this investigation confirm the results of Eichengreen et al. (2002) and

Hausmann and Panizza (2003) and further suggest that overcoming Original Sin can be achieved

by uniting with economic partners, especially in its ultimate form as a currency union. However,

the degree of success depends on the economic size of the respective union.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the

development of international debt securities and the exposure to Original Sin in the period under

study. Section 3 is divided into three parts. First, a literature review of studies dealing with

Original Sin. Second, the investigation of its causes consisting of the empirical methodology, the

empirical analysis and an alternative approach and, lastly, third, the assessment of the entire

investigation. Section 4 concludes.

2 The Phenomenon of Original Sin

Eichengreen and Hausmann (1999) make use of the term Original Sin for the first time in

an economic context when investigating the relationship between exchange rates and financial

fragility. According to their definition of Original Sin, they describe two different dimensions,

namely an international and a domestic. While the international dimension embraces the inability

of a country1 to borrow in domestic currency on international markets, the domestic dimension

1In the context of Original Sin, both the private and public sector of a country is affected by the phenomenon.
Thus, using the term country in this article covers both sectors.
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depicts the situation in which a country is even unable to borrow long-term at fixed rates in

domestic currency on the domestic market (Hausmann & Panizza, 2003). These two different

dimensions cause different issues for the country affected. On the one hand, the international

dimension potentially generates aggregated currency mismatches (debt denominated in foreign

currency is used to finance local currency-generating projects), whereas, on the other hand,

the domestic dimension is responsible for maturity mismatches (short-term debt is used to

finance long-term projects) (Eichengreen & Hausmann, 1999). Assuming times of distress, these

mismatches could cause serious trouble either through exchange rate depreciation (raising the real

value of debt denominated in foreign currency) causing bankruptcies or increasing interest rates

in countries with fixed exchange rate regimes leading to defaults on short-term debt (Eichengreen

& Hausmann, 1999).2 Both mismatches are ultimately increasing financial fragility and, thus,

deteriorating a country’s fiscal situation.

It is worth mentioning that Original Sin and currency mismatches are not the same. Indeed,

Original Sin and currency mismatches are closely linked, however, currency mismatches only

occur when the country suffering from Original Sin has accumulated insufficient international

reserves. Eichengreen et al. (2007, p. 131) state:
”
While one possible consequence of original sin

is a currency mismatch, another possible consequence is a large reserve accumulation. Either, or

to some extent both, may occur“. Original Sin also distinguishes from debt intolerance. It is

one potential explanation for countries having difficulties to manage their debt levels but not

the only one (Eichengreen et al., 2007).

Due to data constraints on the domestic dimension and as it appeared that several EMD

countries had overcome domestic Original Sin by the early 2000s (Essers & Cassimon, 2012),

this article focuses only on the international dimension. To measure countries’ exposure to inter-

national Original Sin, the methodology of Hausmann and Panizza (2003), based on Eichengreen

et al. (2002), is followed. The dataset collected is country-wise closely related to Eichengreen

et al. (2002) and Hausmann and Panizza (2003), though extended to 104 advanced and EMD

countries within a timeframe from 1999 to 2019. The selection of the additional or replacing

countries is based on the geographical location and, ultimately, data availability and consistency

2Notice that these troubles emerge not due to incompetence of banks or private actors, they are just not able
to hedge the currency mismatch or foresee the mismatch of their maturity structure (Eichengreen & Hausmann,
1999).
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to create the most representative sample possible.3 The required data on international debt

securities is gathered from the Bank of International Settlement (BIS) on a quarterly basis.

Following Gallo et al. (2019), whenever yearly data is required, the fourth quarter of the year is

used as the yearly value. In the following, first, stylized facts about the dataset’s international

debt securities are provided to grasp the development and extent of this phenomenon within the

sample. Next, the applied methodology from Hausmann and Panizza (2003) to measure Original

Sin is explained in detail and results of countries’ exposure to Original Sin are presented.

2.1 International debt securities

Financial globalization and the accompanying increasing interlinkages of financial markets

led in the last decades to a strong increase in financial trade across borders (Lane, 2013). The

outstanding stock of the sample’s international debt securities increased by more than five times

from about 3.8 trillion USD in 1999 to roughly 20.5 trillion USD in 2019 (Figure 1). Interestingly,

almost 60 per cent of the increase was seen before the Global Financial Crisis (GFC). In the

aftermath of the crisis up to 2016, international debt securities relatively stabilized between

17.6 and 19.5 trillion USD. They then started to increase to a peak of 20.5 trillion USD in 2019.

Putting the stock of international debt securities in relation to the common GDP of the sample,

a similar trend of the graph can be observed. International debt securities increased relative to

the GDP sharper until its peak at 32 per cent in 2009 and stabilized or even slowly declined

since then to 24 per cent in 2018.

3Eichengreen et al. (2002) had 90 advanced and EMD countries in their sample. Due to data availability
issues, my sample does not cover Algeria, Aruba, the Bahamas, Barbados, Moldova, Netherlands Antilles,
Nicaragua, Oman, Papua New Guinea, Suriname, Romania, Taiwan and Zimbabwe. Since Ecuador, El Salvador
and Montenegro fully adopted a foreign currency without being in a monetary union with the issuer, these
three countries are also left out. Singapore is rejected due to heavy outliers in the residuals. Despite this, the
collected sample exceeds the one of Eichengreen et al. (2002) by 14 countries and is thus at least comparable
regarding its meaningfulness. Replacing and additional countries are Albania, Angola, Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Belarus, Cameroon, Côte d’Ivoire, Croatia, Ethiopia, Gabon, Georgia, Honduras, Iraq, Kuwait, Laos, Liberia,
Mongolia, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, Paraguay, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Serbia, Tanzania, United
Arab Emirates, Vietnam and Zambia. See appendix A1 for a full list of countries.
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Figure 1: International debt securities of the sample.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction based on BIS (2020) and IMF WEO (2020).

Figure 2: International debt securities of EMD countries.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction based on BIS (2020) and IMF WEO (2020).
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The development of EMD countries’ international debt securities is shown in Figure 2. In

contrast to all international debt securities of the sample, the sharp increase took place in the

aftermath of the GFC. While EMD countries’ international debt securities increased from about

0.44 trillion USD to 0.78 trillion USD until the outbreak of the GFC, it increased afterwards

sharply by nearly 317 per cent to 2.46 trillion USD in 2019. According to Kose et al. (2020),

the pursuit of attractive yields due to low interest rates in advanced countries after the GFC

is one explanation of this strong increase. Compared with Figure 1’s depiction of the share of

international debt securities as a percentage of GDP of EMD countries with all countries, the

opposite trends can be observed. After a decline of more than 4 percentage points from 8.35 in

1999 to its bottom at 4.23 per cent in 2008, it increased to 7.38 per cent in 2018.

Figure 3: International debt securities denominated in the top five currencies.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction based on BIS (2020).

Figure 3 depicts the development of all international debt securities denominated in the top

five currencies (U.S. dollar, Euro4, Pound sterling, Yen, and Swiss franc) and the combined

issuing of the respective countries (US, Euroland, UK, Japan, and Switzerland) from 1999 to

4Euro is the sum of Euro and legacy currencies now included in the Euro.
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Figure 4: Share of the top five currencies in international debt securities.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction based on BIS (2020).

2019. In the first 10 years of the period, the combined issuing of the top five currency countries

in these five currencies increased in absolute terms similar to all international debt securities

denominated in the top five currencies. In relative terms, though, the former increased by roughly

440 per cent, while the latter rose by more than 600 per cent over this time. In 2009, the top

five currency countries were thus responsible for 72 per cent of all international debt securities

denominated in the top five currencies. This trend changed after 2009. In the last 10 years

of the period, the issuing of the top five currency countries in these five currencies remained

in a range between 12 and 14 trillion USD per year, whereas all international debt securities

denominated in the top five currencies further increased to 23.9 trillion USD in 2019. The share

of the top five currency countries in their currencies therefore declined slowly to 57.5 per cent.

This trend is in line with the increased borrowing of EMD countries on international markets,

which suggests that it is mainly based on international debt securities denominated in the top

five currencies. Putting the stock of international debt securities denominated in the top five

currencies in relation to the total stock of international debt securities confirms these findings.
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Starting with 96.3 per cent in 1999 it decreased after a short high to its low at 93.8 per cent

in 2012 and increased again to 95.5 per cent in 2019. Hence, international debt securities have

been consistently dominated by the top five currencies (Figure 4).

Summing this up, the market for international debt securities records a strong increase over

the last two decades. Most of this increase took place prior to the GFC followed by a period of

stabilization between 2009 and 2016 and a further increase since then. Interestingly, international

debt securities of EMD countries saw instead a surge in the aftermath of the GFC. However, the

declining share of the top five currency countries in the top five currencies indicates that this

increase is mainly based on international debt securities denominated in the top five currencies.

The next sub-section, first, explains different indexes to measure Original Sin and then provides

an overview of countries’ exposure.

2.2 Quantifying Original Sin

To measure Original Sin and track the development from 1999 to 2019, I apply two of the

three indexes developed by Eichengreen et al. (2002), namely OSIN 1 and OSIN 3. Both indexes

range from zero to one, while a country with an index of zero does not suffer from Original Sin

and a country with an index of one is completely exposed to it. The applied indexes distinguish

with regards to the coverage of international debt securities. While OSIN 1 is limited to the

issuing country, OSIN 3 also includes the issuance of a currency by other countries. According to

equation (2.1) and (2.2), OSIN 1 is equal to one minus the stock of international debt securities

issued by country i in currency i divided by the total stock of international debt securities issued

by country i and OSIN 3 is equal to one minus the stock of international debt securities issued

by any country in currency i divided by the total stock of international debt securities issued by

country i while all negative values are replaced with zeros.5

OSIN1i = 1− Securities issued by country i in currency i

Securities issued by country i
(2.1)

OSIN3i = max
(
1− Securities in currency i

Securities issued by country i
, 0

)
(2.2)

5A more comprehensive elaboration on the indexes can be found in Gegenfurtner (2021).
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Table 1 lists the average values of OSIN 1 and OSIN 3 by country groups following Hausmann

and Panizza (2003) and the IMF (2020a). The period from 1999 to 2019 is divided into three

sub-periods following the trends of the international bond market based on historical events.

The first period covers the time prior to the GFC from 1999 to 2007. The second period covers

the aftermath of the GFC and the peak of the European Debt Crisis from 2008 to 2014 and the

third period covers the remaining years almost up to the COVID-19 crisis. Comparing both

indexes with one another, the effect of capturing the opportunity to hedge a country’s exposure

becomes clear. OSIN 3 is in all cases equal to or less than OSIN 1. The lowest values of OSIN 1

and OSIN 3 are in the simple average of Euroland countries, followed by financial centers (U.S.,

UK, Japan and Switzerland) and other developed countries. In this table, the advantage of a

large monetary union is observable. While Euroland countries have a simple average of 0.34 for

OSIN 1 over all periods, it is 0.00 for OSIN 3 when the Euro issuance of all countries is taken

into account.

Table 1: Exposure to Original Sin by country groupings.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction based on BIS (2020). See Gegenfurtner (2021) for the list of country

groupings.

The highest values for both indexes are represented by the group of EMD countries ranging

for OSIN 1 between 0.96 and 0.99 and OSIN 3 between 0.90 and 0.95 over all periods. Further

sub-clustering EMD countries in relation to their geographical location shows that the EMD

countries of Asia and Latin America & The Caribbean have the lowest values for OSIN 1, while

Europe and Sub-Saharan Africa have the highest. For OSIN 3 it looks slightly different. Countries

from the Middle East & Central Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa groups are most exposed to
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Original Sin, whereas Asian and European countries are suffering from it the least. What is

striking, however, is that all EMD country groupings share the same trend for OSIN 3 over the

three periods. The exposure to Original Sin measured by OSIN 3 declines from period one to two

and increases again in period three, though to a less extent. This trend shows that in the years

after the crisis EMD countries were more able to borrow internationally in their own currency

potentially due to international investors seeking attractive yields. However, the increase of

OSIN 3 in period three indicates that the strong increase of EMD countries’ international debt

securities shown in Figure 3 was in recent years mainly driven by debt denominated in foreign

currencies. These findings are in line with the descriptive analysis of the previous sub-section.

From here on, I will focus only on the OSIN 3 index due to its more precise measurement.

Table 2: Top 15 EMD countries with the least exposure.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction based on BIS (2020).

Table 2 lists the top 15 EMD countries with the least values of OSIN 3 sorted by period

three. South Africa leads this list with a value of 0.22 in the last period followed by China (0.34)

and India (0.66). Among the top 15 EMD countries, South Africa is the only country from

Sub-Saharan Africa, while countries from Latin America & The Caribbean dominate the list

with 5 countries. In sum, out of 73 EMD countries, only 7 countries have achieved values below
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0.80, 14 countries below 0.90 and 39 countries are still completely exposed to Original Sin. In

Table 3, the top 15 EMD countries with the greatest improvement from period one to three

are shown. China has improved the most by far with a difference between the periods of 0.61

followed by India (0.33) and Peru (0.25). Regarding country groupings, EMD countries from

Asia achieved the best improvement dominating Table 3 with 6 out of 15 countries followed by

Latin America & The Caribbean with 5 countries. However, although, there is an improvement

for some EMD countries, the majority does not make progress at all.

Table 3: Top 15 EMD countries with the greatest improvement.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction based on BIS (2020).

Summing this sub-section up, an overall positive development of the Original Sin phenomenon

is observable. Although the Original Sin of some country groups such as the financial centers or

other developed countries deteriorated over the entire period, the exposure to Original Sin as

a whole declined by 0.04. Focusing on EMD countries, the average of its value improved from

period one to three by 0.02, though, it is still the highest value of OSIN 3 among all country

groupings. After quantifying Original Sin and presenting stylized facts, questions arise as to what

influences Original Sin and why EMD countries are suffering the most. Therefore, in the next

section, potential causes of Original Sin were elaborated and either empirically or theoretically

analyzed.
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3 Causes of Original Sin

This section first reviews the most prominent approaches and results of the academic literature

in analyzing potential causes of Original Sin. Based on this literature review, several hypotheses

of the causes of Original Sin are gradually drawn up and examined with the help of empirical

cross-sectional regression analysis. To examine the direction of impact and check for reverse

causality issues, an additional time-series analysis will be conducted. Next, alternative approaches

which do not rely on macroeconomic relationships are discussed in detail, before the whole

investigation gets assessed.

3.1 Literature review

In the academic literature dealing with EMD countries, the phenomenon of Original Sin is well

known. However, the bulk of the literature focuses on the international dimension for the same

reasons I do. Examples of studies on the domestic dimension include Mehl and Reynaud (2005)

and Hausmann and Panizza (2003) which provide a comprehensive analysis of both dimensions.

Among the studies on the international dimension, the underdevelopment of domestic credit

markets is the most frequently mentioned approach to explaining Original Sin (Goldstein &

Turner, 2004; Kahn, 2005; Bordo, 2006; Borenzstein et al., 2006; Essers & Cassimon, 2012;

Mu et al., 2013; Arslanalp & Tsuda, 2014; Du & Schreger, 2016a). Following Goldstein and

Turner (2004) and Kahn (2005), countries suffer less from Original Sin the better their level

of development. Developing domestic credit markets to accelerate countries’ development is,

according to Kahn (2005), key to finding redemption from Original Sin.

Borenzstein et al. (2006, chapter 14), for instance, conduct an extensive analysis of debt

risks in Latin America. The policy implications for finding redemption from Original Sin are the

strengthening and extending of the domestic bond market, the introduction of debt contract

contingencies with equity-like features and increased responsibility and activity of international

financial institutions such as the World Bank (WB), the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and

regional development banks. Essers and Cassimon (2012) and Mu et al. (2013) investigate local

currency bond markets in Sub-Saharan Africa and come to similar results. The underdevelopment

of domestic credit markets are a potential obstacle in overcoming international Original Sin.

Arslanalp and Tsuda (2014) and Du and Schreger (2016a) focus on credit risks and the
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related investors’ demand for emerging market sovereign debt. According to the results of

Arslanalp and Tsuda (2014), countries with high debt-to-GDP ratios and less developed domestic

credit markets suffer from foreign-denominated debt when its optimal level is exceeded. Du

and Schreger (2016a) measure local and foreign currency credit spreads of emerging market

sovereigns and compare them with one another. They come to the conclusion that credit spread

differentials are mainly due to an underdevelopment of domestic credit markets, capital controls,

selective defaults and the covariance between currency and credit risks, thus, being in turn

responsible for Original Sin.

A further paper by Du and Schreger (2016b) analyzes the effects of private sector currency

mismatches on local currency sovereign debt. They find in their sample of 14 major emerging

markets that although sovereigns are increasingly able to borrow internationally in local currency,

the private sector remains exposed to Original Sin. Du and Schreger (2016b) therefore argue

that the exposure of the private sector forces the sovereign to stabilize the real exchange rate

to avoid an increasing real value of the private sector’s external debt. This ’fear of floating’

comprehensively analyzed in Calvo and Reinhart (2000) even goes so far that sovereigns are
”
more

inclined to explicitly default than to inflate away the debt because of the effect of depreciation

on the private sector“ (Du & Schreger, 2016b, p. 2). According to these findings, Original Sin

should be correlated with rather de facto fixed exchange rate regimes, however, the direction of

impact needs to be identified.

Bordo (2006) applies an interesting methodology comparing the recent development of

emerging market countries with those of a century ago. The results of his investigations are that

the development of domestic bond markets and sound institutions are key to access international

capital markets while the trust in domestic currency to overcome Original Sin is based on

monetary stability through low inflation. Engel and Parker (2018) come to similar results by

quantitatively examining the currency composition of sovereign debt and analyzing governments’

monetary policy. They find that the less disciplined a sovereign’s monetary policy is (higher

inflation rates), the greater the limits are for borrowing in domestic currency since lenders might

fear an increased probability of the sovereign to not comply with its debt contracts (Engel &

Parker, 2018).

Corsetti and Mackowiak (2000) investigate the relationship between public nominal debt

and fiscal and monetary policies during a balance of payments crisis. They find that due
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to sudden panic, creditors increasingly withdraw their credit when international reserves are

largely exceeded by short-term public debt. Accordingly, the currency devalues as the stock of

international reserves diminishes and the lack of demand for public debt reduces the government’s

ability to defend the exchange rate thereby increasing Original Sin (Corsetti & Mackowiak, 2000).

Financial solvency of a country should therefore have a relationship with the ability to borrow

internationally in domestic currency.

So far, the literature review suggests relationships between Original Sin and the development

of domestic credit markets, monetary stability, financial solvency, capital controls and exchange

rate regimes. Eichengreen et al. (2002) and Hausmann and Panizza (2003) analyze most of

these theories dealing with relationships between Original Sin and macroeconomic variables.

In their empirical investigation, the potential correlations between Original Sin and the level

of development, the economic size of a country, monetary stability, contract enforcement, the

quality of institutions, the openness for trade, financial development, domestic credit market

imperfections, exchange rate regimes and credit ratings are analyzed. According to the results

of both studies, out of all these theories, only economic country size is robustly significantly

correlated with the Original Sin index OSIN 3. Seeking an explanation, Eichengreen et al.

(2002) developed a further theory which states that the portfolio diversification of international

investors has an optimum of different currencies. Taking on an additional currency would increase

investors’ portfolio diversification, though with decreasing marginal benefits (Eichengreen et al.,

2002). As a result, there is a limited group of currencies on the international level.

Lahet and Prat (2020) further investigate the relationship between Original Sin and the

economic size in emerging market countries. To identify non-linearity in the relationship they

use a threshold empirical analysis à la Hansen (1999). Indeed, results indicate non-linearity

between the economic size and Original Sin, however, with barely significant threshold values.

In addition, Lahet and Prat (2020) are interested in the effects of FX turnovers on Original Sin.

Following their argumentation, FX turnovers are a strong indicator for the use of a currency and

its internationalization. However, the empirical analysis delivers no significant threshold value.

The studies by Fritz et al. (2018) and de Paula et al. (2017, 2020) are distinguished from

previous ones. In contrast to most, these studies do not build upon potential relationships

between Original Sin and macroeconomic variables. de Paula et al. (2020) try to explain changes

in emerging economies’ vulnerabilities due to currency mismatches with the help of the concepts
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of financialization and currency hierarchy. According to the latter concept, most currencies are

”
incapable of performing the basic functions of money (medium of exchange, denomination of

contracts and international reserve currency) at the international level“ (de Paula et al., 2020,

p. 12). Global investors’ liquidity preference and the liquidity premium of a currency are thus

decisive for the choice of a currency in international debt securities.6 In addition, de Paula et al.

(2020) find that temporary overcoming Original Sin due to the seek for attractive yields generates

further vulnerabilities. Debt denominated in domestic currency leads in times of distress to

capital outflows when the local currency depreciates. The corresponding fall in asset prices

increases domestic interest rates which in turn further deteriorates the fiscal situation (de Paula

et al., 2020). BIS economists recently labeled this phenomenon as Original Sin redux. Although

this is a very interesting field for quantitative research, it is out of the scope of this article.

Gallo et al. (2019) use a similar approach as Fritz et al. (2018) and de Paula et al. (2017,

2020). According to their descriptive analysis and theoretical elaborations, the hierarchy of

currencies and the liquidity preference of investors are responsible for Original Sin. Their solution

to overcome Original Sin is international monetary co-operation in its ultimate form as a currency

union. The stronger and more powerful the currency and the higher the position in the currency

hierarchy, the less a country is exposed to Original Sin.

Summing this sub-section up, various studies are dealing with the phenomenon of Original

Sin. Most of the rather orthodox investigations make the underdevelopment of domestic credit

markets and monetary stability responsible for Original Sin. However, there are some studies

which follow an alternative approach and see the issue rather in the liquidity premium and

hierarchy of currencies. The next sub-section, first, empirically investigates the theories based

on relationships with macroeconomic variables elaborated from the literature review. Next, the

alternative approach is discussed in detail before the whole investigation gets assessed.

3.2 Examining the theories of causes

By reviewing the related literature, several theories regarding the causes of Original Sin

are presented. In the following, first, most of these theories are examined with the help of

an empirical cross-sectional regression analysis. Second, whenever possible with the data, an

additional time-series analysis will be conducted to examine the direction of impact and to control

6A more detailed elaboration of this concept is presented in the next sub-section.
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for reverse causality issues. Finally, after summarizing the empirical investigation, approaches

other than those based on macroeconomic relationships are discussed in detail. However, before

these theories get examined the exact empirical methodology is presented.

3.2.1 Empirical methodology

”
The goal of most empirical studies in economics and other social sciences is to determine

whether a change in one variable, say w, causes a change in another variable, say y“ (Wooldridge,

2002, chapter 1, p. 3). The investigation of this article pursues the same objective. However,

when such a relationship is found, the difficulty lies in the distinction between a causal relation-

ship and a mere correlation of two variables. Wooldridge (2002, chapter 1) states that the crux

of identifying a causal relationship is to hold other factors fixed. To cope with this issue several

approaches were developed.7 One way, therefore, is to add explanatory variables which control

for other potential effects on the response variable to isolate the relationship under study. In

this article, this approach is applied to two different analytical methods, namely cross-sectional

and time-series analysis.

Cross-sectional analysis

Using cross-sectional data of 104 advanced and EMD countries around the globe, the sample

presented here is the largest ever used to study Original Sin. Next to the database of the BIS,

data is gathered from public databases of the World Bank (2020), the IMF (World Economic

Outlook, October 2020 version; Internal Financial Statistics (IFS), 2020; Annual Report on

Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions (AREAER), 2020) and the OECD (2020).

To provide consistency throughout all countries and variables, IMF Article IV Staff Reports

(IMF, 2020b) as well as private databases such as CEIC (2020) are additionally used.8 The

dataset of the cross-sectional analysis is on a yearly basis while the simple average is used for

the three different periods under study.

The choice of the most appropriate analytical model is crucial in econometrics. The right

step to do this is to thoroughly analyze the nature of data being collected. The response variable

OSIN 3 is by definition bounded between 0 and 1 while in the third period 22 countries have a

7A thorough discussion and elaboration of dealing with the issue of causality is provided in Wooldridge (2002,
various chapters).

8A detailed list of the variables used and their origin is presented in the appendix A2.
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value of 0, 36 countries have a value of 1 and 46 countries are in between. Using in this case

standard multiple linear regression with ordinary least squares (OLS) estimators would provide

distorted results since some estimated values would be above 1 or below 0 (Papke & Wooldridge,

1996). To deal with the characteristics of the response variable Hausmann and Panizza (2003)

choose a double censored TOBIT linear regression model which bounds the estimated values of

the dependent variable between 0 and 1.

This article follows Hausmann and Panizza (2003) and uses this double censored TOBIT lin-

ear regression model, further controlling its results with fractional probit and quantile regression

models. The advantage of fractional probit models is the ability to analyze proportion data while

keeping the estimated values within the boundary without being restricted to linear relationships

(Ramalho et al., 2011). The additional use of quantile regression is justified by its robust nature

against outliers using the conditional median instead of the mean while being independent of

parametric assumptions.9 This is especially of relevance for unevenly distributed samples of

which the conditional mean might not mirror the attributes of interest (Hao & Naiman, 2007,

chapter 2). For instance, the median of the response variable OSIN 3 is 0.97 while the mean

is 0.72. In sum, the combination of these three models provides a comprehensive econometric

approach to study the cross-sectional dimension.10

Time-series analysis

In this article, the time-series analysis is used to examine the direction of impact and to

control for reverse causality issues. Although the dataset would allow for panel regression, due to

inconsistent periods of variation in the response variable across countries the time-series analysis

applied for each country does better exploit the present data. Compared to the cross-sectional

analysis, the dataset of the time-series analysis is considerably smaller from the start since

advanced countries are not required for controlling. Out of 73 EMD countries, only 23 are

ultimately under study which is mainly due to two reasons. First, all EMD countries with a

continuous index value of 1 drop out of the investigation since there is no variance in the response

variable to explain. Second, to get sufficient observations in the time-frame from 1999 to 2019,

9The conditional median is one quantile within quantile regression.
10Detailed mathematical elaborations and proofs are presented for the TOBIT model in Wooldridge (2002,

chapter 1, 2 and 16), for the fractional probit model in Papke and Wooldridge (1996) and Ramalho et al. (2010)
and for the quantile regression model in Hao and Naiman (2007).
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the time-series analysis must be done quarterly. However, unfortunately, quarterly data is often

not consistently available for most EMD countries.

In time-series analysis, a distinction is made between short and long-run effects of the

explanatory variables on the response variable. The vector error correction model (VECM) is an

analytical model which has the advantage of investigating both relationships. The VECM is

thereby based on two concepts. On the one hand, a restricted vector autoregressive (VAR) model

designed for non-stationary time-series and, on the other hand, the concept of co-integration

developed by Engel and Granger in 1987 (Wooldridge, 2009, chapter 18).11

3.2.2 Empirical analysis

This sub-section empirically examines a selection of the most relevant theories of causes of

Original Sin based on the previous literature review. The full empirical analysis can be found

in Gegenfurtner (2021). Due to the increased availability of data in recent years, the third

period from 2015 to 2019 is the most representative. Nevertheless, the examination of all periods

is crucial to control the results for trends. Whenever possible with the data, an additional

time-series analysis is conducted. Following Hausmann and Panizza (2003), all cross-sectional

regressions are weighted by using the share of international debt securities over total international

debt to deal with the uncovered portion of bank loans.

To focus on EMD countries and isolate the relationship under study, all cross-sectional

regressions are controlled for country groupings (monetary co-operation12, financial center, Eu-

roland and other developed countries) and the size of a country by the principal component

of the log of total GDP, the log of total trade and the log of total domestic credit labeled as

SIZE (Eichengreen et al., 2002). Interestingly, using the country grouping dummies in the

cross-sectional analysis with a standard OLS regression explains the variance in Original Sin

by 88.26 per cent (R-squared) in the third period (see appendix A3). Following Hausmann

and Panizza (2003), this leaves only 11.74 per cent for time-varying factors confirming the

methodology that the cross-sectional analysis is the main econometric tool to examine the causes

of Original Sin while the time-series analysis should have its focus on identifying the direction of

impact and reverse causality issues.

11All required tests to conduct VEC or VAR models and to diagnose the robustness of its results were done
and can be consulted via requests to the author.

12See Gegenfurtner (2021) for the methodology of the variable.
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In the time-series analysis, whenever possible, the effects of the explanatory variables under

study are controlled for country size. In all regressions, the OSIN 3 index is the response variable

of interest. The econometric program Stata is used in its fourteenth version.

Financial development and capital controls

The most identified cause of Original Sin in the literature review is the underdevelopment of

domestic credit markets (Kahn, 2005; Bordo, 2006; Borenzstein et al., 2006; Essers & Cassimon,

2012; Mu et al., 2013; Arslanalp & Tsuda, 2014; Du & Schreger, 2016a). According to Du and

Schreger (2016a), credit risk spread differentials between domestic and foreign currency debt at

the expense of the former are mainly due to this underdevelopment and capital controls. The IMF

(2016) developed several indexes to deal with the complex nature of financial development. To

investigate the theory of underdeveloped domestic credit markets the IMF’s financial institutions

index (FII), the financial markets index (FMI), and the financial development index (FDI) which

is an aggregate of the previous two indexes are used. While the FII covers data on bank credit to

the private sector as a percentage of GDP, bank branches per 100,000 adults and lending-deposit

spreads, among others, the FMI covers data on international debt securities of government to

GDP, the percentage of market capitalization outside of the top 10 largest financial institutions

and the stock market turnover ratio, among others (IMF, 2016). Even though these indexes

cover not solely the domestic credit market but financial development in general, due to the

large share of the credit market in the financial system they are considered to be a representative

indicator of the development of credit markets.

Table 4 shows the results of the TOBIT regression for the FMI which should be the most

appropriate indicator of the three.13 Regressing the FMI on OSIN 3 for each period detects a

negative correlation at a significance level of 1 per cent throughout all periods when leaving

the control variables out of the model. However, controlling for country groups and the size

of a country renders the FMI insignificant and even turns its coefficient positive in period 1

and 2. Almost the same effect is observable for the FDI and FII, as the the coefficients remain

negative and become significant in period 3 at 10 per cent and 5 per cent respectively. Even

though the third period is the most representative one, to confirm a significant relationship the co-

13All control regressions can be provided upon request.
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Table 4: Original Sin and financial development.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction. List of variables and their origin is shown in the appendix A2.
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Table 5: Original Sin and regulations.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction. List of variables and their origin is shown in the appendix A2.
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Table 6: Original Sin and inflation.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction. List of variables and their origin is shown in the appendix A2.
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efficients should be significant in all periods. Controlling the results with the fractional probit

and quantile regression validates these findings.14 Since in the third period the coefficients

remain insignificant in the quantile regression, outliers may be responsible for the significance in

the TOBIT regression. To conclude these findings, the underdevelopment of domestic credit

markets does not explain the phenomenon of Original Sin.

To investigate whether capital controls or regulations of the financial sector affect Original

Sin, data of the IMF’s AREAER database is used to create two dummy variables. Whenever

regulations on capital flows (CAP FLOW REGU) or the financial sector (FIN SECTOR REGU)

exist, the variables have the value of 1 and otherwise 0. Table 5 shows the TOBIT regression

results for both variables of each period. Both variables have a positive coefficient and are

significant in the first two periods when controlling only for the size of a country. However,

when adding the country group dummies, regulations on the financial sector become insignificant

while regulations on capital flows remain or become significant in all periods. Results of the

control regressions confirm these findings for the second and third period. Summing this up,

regulations on capital flows have a significant positive relationship with Original Sin. In other

words, countries using these tools are more likely to suffer from Original Sin.

Monetary stability

The second most discussed cause of Original Sin is monetary instability of a country. In the

prevalent literature, this theory of cause is rather labeled as monetary credibility (Eichengreen

et al., 2002; Hausmann & Panizza, 2003; Bordo, 2006; Essers & Cassimon, 2012; Engel &

Parker, 2018). The argument here goes back to Calvo (1987) who mentions the opportunity

of governments to inflate away a country’s real value of debt. However, the term credibility

does not capture the core of the argument. It is the stability of prices which is decisive for the

reasoning of this theory. Risk-averse investors would therefore only lend in foreign currency

which is unaffected of domestic inflation. Countries with high rates of inflation should therefore

be more exposed to Original Sin.

The explanatory variable of this theory is the percentage change in the consumer price index

(CPI) compared to the corresponding period of the previous year. The findings of the TOBIT

regression show that inflation has a significant positive correlation with Original Sin when it is

14In order to make the results of the fractional probit models comparable, marginal effects are computed.
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not controlled for country size and groups (Table 6). These findings support the theory, however,

adding the control variables the coefficients converge to 0 and turn insignificant in period 1 and

3. A potential explanation for the significance in period 2 could be the impacts of the GFC.

While inflation decreased in almost every country in the aftermath of the crisis,15 international

investors increasingly invested in international debt securities of EMD countries (local as well as

foreign currency) due to their seek for attractive yields. However, the almost 11 fold shrinkage

of the coefficient in this period questions the robustness of this relationship anyway. Controlling

the results with the other two models of the cross-sectional analysis confirm the insignificance of

inflation in explaining Original Sin.

Table 7: Original Sin and inflation (time-series).

Source: Own calculations, own depiction. List of variables and their origin is shown in the appendix A2.

Investigating the relationship of inflation and Original Sin over time for EMD countries

confirms the previous results in the short-run, though in the long-run it is ambiguous (Table

7). Although for 9 EMD countries co-integration is detected, the VECM regressions indicate

that only 2 countries have a negative and 1 country a positive long-run effect of inflation on

Original Sin. These findings question the co-integration and ultimately the long-run relationship.

To conclude this theory, both types of analysis deliver no evidence that a country’s monetary

instability increases Original Sin.

15WB data, world average: https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/FP.CPI.TOTL.ZG
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Table 8: Original Sin and financial solvency.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction. List of variables and their origin is shown in the appendix A2.
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Financial solvency

The third theory of causes focuses on the financial solvency of countries (Corsetti & Mackowiak,

2000; Eichengreen et al., 2002; Hausmann & Panizza, 2003; Arslanalp & Tsuda, 2014). According

to Corsetti and Mackowiak (2000), countries in weak fiscal situations have increased difficulties

to borrow in domestic currencies. The argumentation is thereby again based on the governments’

opportunity to inflate or devalue away a country’s real value of debt. The weaker the fiscal

situation, the greater the debt stock in foreign currency and the higher the inflation rates and

devaluation to address the financial issues (Hausmann & Panizza, 2003). Again, risk-averse

investors would therefore only lend in foreign currency which is unaffected by domestic inflation.

According to this theory, Original Sin and a country’s financial solvency should be negatively

correlated. However, having the results of the investigation of inflation in mind, fiscal solvency

indicators are expected to not explain Original Sin.

Following Hausmann and Panizza (2003), the debt-to-GDP ratio (DEBT TO GDP), the

average budget deficit (BUDGET BAL) and the debt-to-revenue ratio (DEBT TO REV) are

the explanatory variables used to investigate the theory of financial solvency. Table 8 shows

the results of the TOBIT regression with each explanatory variable controlled for country size

and groups. As expected, none of the indicators has a significant correlation with Original

Sin. Rather, in the third period, the average budget deficit has a weak significant negative

relationship with OSIN 3. However, looking at the entirety, this significance is negligible. Using

the control models confirms the overall impression of the insignificance of this theory. Although

the average budget deficit and the debt-to-revenue ratio are significant in both control models in

the third period, they are insignificant in the first and second period.

Running the time-series analysis with the log of the debt-to-GDP ratio for EMD countries

confirms the results of the cross-sectional analysis in the short-run (Table 9). For only 9 EMD

countries, a time-series analysis was conducted. On the first lag, 2 records a significant negative

and 1 a significant positive effect of the debt-to-GDP ratio on Original Sin in the short-run. To

confirm a significant relationship in the short-run these results are too weak and ambiguous.

However, in the long-run, in 3 out of the 9 countries co-integration is detected of which in all

cases the debt-to-GDP ratio has a significant positive effect on Original Sin. According to these

findings, financial solvency does not explain Original Sin in the short-run, though 3 out of 9

significant positive long-run effects suggest a potential very weak relationship in the long-run.
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Summing both analyses up, overall there is no significant correlation between a country’s financial

solvency and Original Sin.

Table 9: Original Sin and financial solvency (time-series).

Source: Own calculations, own depiction. List of variables and their origin is shown in the appendix A2.

Economic development

The fourth potential cause is the level of economic development (Hausmann & Panizza, 2003).

According to this theory, the underdevelopment of institutions and the weakness in policies is

responsible for the inability of countries to borrow abroad in their own currency (Hausmann &

Panizza, 2003). The level of economic development representing the quality of institutions and

policies is measured by the log of GDP per capita (L GDP pC). Table 10 shows the results of

the TOBIT regression for each period. When regressing the log of GDP per capita on OSIN 3

without controlling for other effects, throughout all periods the level of economic development is

significantly negatively correlated with Original Sin. However, adding the control variables, all

coefficients of the log of GDP per capita become insignificant. The quality of institutions and

policies is therefore not of relevance in explaining Original Sin. Results of the fractional probit

and quantile regressions confirm these findings in the cross-sectional analysis.

Examining the relationship of the log of GDP per capita and OSIN 3 over time for EMD

countries shows that the level of economic development does not have a significant causal impact

on Original Sin in the short and long-run (Table 11). Although for both time dimensions some

coefficients of the log of GDP per capita are significant, they have different signs and are thus

inconsistent. Interestingly, analyzing the effects of Original Sin, at lag order 1, out of 13 time-

series regressions, coefficients are significant and have a negative sign. According to these findings,
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Table 10: Original Sin and economic development.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction. List of variables and their origin is shown in the appendix A2.
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Table 11: Original Sin and economic development (time-series).

Source: Own calculations, own depiction. List of variables and their origin is shown in the appendix A2.

every third EMD country records a significantly negative impact of Original Sin on the level of

economic development. To conclude both analyses, overall there is no significant effect from the

level of economic development on Original Sin.

Exchange rate regimes

The fifth explanation that emerges from the literature review is about exchange rate regimes

(Hausmann & Panizza, 2003; Du & Schreger, 2016b). The reasoning is as follows: in countries

with fixed exchange rate regimes risk-averse investors tend to lend in foreign currency, whereas

in countries with floating exchange rate regimes focusing on interest rate stability risk-averse

investors prefer local currency (Chamon & Hausmann, 2005). Following this argumentation,

countries with fixed exchange rate regimes are facing the risk of running into a vicious cycle.

Being exposed to foreign currency forces a country to stabilize the exchange rate to avoid

increasing real values of debt which in turn further attracts debt denominated in foreign currency

and, thus, iterates the loop (Du & Schreger, 2016b). A reverse causality issue is therefore

very likely in this theory, however, it is hard to tackle since there is too little variation in the

explanatory variable over time. Although empirical analysis provides other approaches such

as instrumental variable strategies to deal with reverse causality, in case of this explanatory

variable, there is no way to my knowledge.
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Table 12: Original Sin and exchange rate regimes.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction. List of variables and their origin is shown in the appendix A2.

Finding that de jure announced exchange rate regimes often do not represent the practice,

Levy-Yeyati and Sturzenegger (2005) elaborate a de facto classification based on the volatilities

of international reserves, as well as the nominal exchange rate and its rate of change. Although

Levy-Yeyati and Sturzenegger updated their classifications in a more recent paper from 2016,

it lacks data for the third period. In 2009, the IMF revised its classification of exchange rate

regimes and has since provided a de facto classification based on market nominal exchange

rate behaviors (IMF, 2009). Using this de facto classification of the IMF’s AREAER database

covering the second and third period, I created a categorical variable (FX REGIME) representing

floating regimes with 1, intermediate regimes with 2 and fixed regimes with 3.

Table 12 shows the results of the TOBIT regression. The coefficient of the foreign exchange

rate regime variable is statistically significantly positive in all regressions. Controlling for country

groups and size, in both periods the coefficient remains significant, although it shrinks by about

3.5 times indicating that a larger part of the variance is explained by the control variables. Nev-

ertheless, countries with fixed exchange rate regimes are statistically significantly correlated with

greater exposure to Original Sin. For instance, in period 3, a one-class change of the exchange rate

regime towards fixed regimes is associated with a 0.183 percentage points higher value of Original

Sin. Results of the control models confirm these findings for both periods and underline the

significance of this relationship. However, the question of the causal direction of the effect remains.

Control variables

Eichengreen et al. (2002) and Hausmann and Panizza (2003) come to the conclusion in

their analysis that it is ultimately the size of a country that matters in explaining Original
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Sin. Hausmann and Panizza (2003) argue that the larger a country’s size, the more attractive

its currency is regarding the diversification in the world portfolio. Thus, all regressions are

controlled by the size of a country as the principal component of the log of total GDP, the

log of total trade and the log of total domestic credit. Functioning as a control variable, the

coefficient of SIZE is in almost all regressions statistically significantly negative. Table 13 shows

the results of TOBIT regressions with each component of SIZE. As expected, the coefficient

of each size component is significantly negatively correlated with Original Sin throughout all

periods. Controlling these findings with the fractional probit and quantile models confirms these

results indicating a significantly negative relationship between the size of a country and Original

Sin.

Interestingly, when analyzing this relationship over time for EMD countries using the log of

total GDP and total trade, results suggest that the causal direction of impact is bidirectional

for GDP and rather unidirectional from Original Sin on trade (Table 14). The time-series

analysis for GDP finds that every sixth EMD country experiences a statistically significantly

negative short-run impact from GDP on Original Sin and every fourth the other way around.

Regarding trade, short-run effects on Original Sin have different signs and are thus ambiguous.

However, when analyzing the opposite direction, short-run effects from Original Sin on trade

are statistically significantly negative in more than one out of three EMD countries. So while

Eichengreen et al. (2002) conclude that country size is a reason for Original Sin, these findings

indicate that Original Sin also hampers EMD countries in catching-up.

Next to country size, all cross-sectional regressions are controlled by country grouping dum-

mies, namely monetary co-operations, financial centers, Euroland and other developed countries.

The strongest effect with the consistently highest significance levels among the country groups

throughout all regressions is being a Euroland country followed by being a financial center and an

other developed country. Interestingly, while the Euroland has the strongest impact, monetary

co-operation, in general, is often insignificant. These results indicate that monetary co-operation

alone is not enough, it is the magnitude of such co-operations which is critical to overcoming

Original Sin. Table 15 shows the results for TOBIT regressions with all country group dummies.

Whereas being a country of the Euroland reduces the value of Original Sin by 1.448 percentage

points in the third period, being a financial center reduces it by 0.811 percentage points. Being

an other developed country merely decreases Original Sin by 0.205 percentage points and having
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monetary co-operation has no significant effect.

Table 13: Original Sin and components of size.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction. List of variables and their origin is shown in the appendix A2.
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Summarizing the empirics

Analyzing empirically the potential causes of Original Sin shows that macroeconomic variables

play almost no role in explaining the increased exposure of EMD countries to Original Sin.

Merely the economic size of a country has a statistically significant correlation with Original Sin,

taking into account that this relationship is bidirectional and potentially hampers EMD countries

to from catching-up. Apart from macroeconomic variables, the empirical analysis suggests that

capital flow regulations and a country’s exchange rate policy have a significant relationship with

Original Sin. Countries using capital flow restrictions or with fixed exchange rate regimes are

more likely to suffer from Original Sin. However, the direction of causality remains unexamined.

Interestingly, the strong effects of the Euroland dummy indicate that currency unions as the

ultimate form of monetary co-operation are one way to overcome Original Sin. The decisive

factor, however, is the size of the monetary union, since otherwise it remains exposed to Original

Sin. Summing these findings up, conventional theories provide partial evidence for the variation

in Original Sin and the increased exposure of EMD countries. However, the direction of impact

is ambiguous. In the following, an alternative approach is discussed in detail.

Table 14: Original Sin and components of size (time-series).

Source: Own calculations, own depiction. List of variables and their origin is shown in the appendix A2.
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Table 15: Original Sin and country group dummies.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction. List of variables and their origin is shown in the appendix A2.

3.2.3 Alternative approach

Next to conventional theories, the literature review reveals academic papers which follow an

alternative approach and see the issue rather in the liquidity premium and hierarchy of currencies

(Fritz et al., 2018; Gallo et al., 2019; de Paula et al., 2017, 2020). The applied approach of a

currency hierarchy is based on Keynesian-structuralist perspectives. It combines Keynes (1930)

who already explains the hierarchical structures of the international monetary system in his book

’Treatise on Money’ and the structuralist concept of dividing the world into center/northern

(advanced) and periphery/southern (EMD) countries (Fritz et al., 2018). Following this approach,

currencies have a so-called liquidity premium representing a non-pecuniary rate of return for

holding liquidity (Fritz et al., 2018). In the global economy, the U.S. dollar is the most liquid

currency and thus the key currency on top of this hierarchy. Currencies of other advanced

countries are liquid too, however, not as liquid as the U.S. dollar and therefore positioned

in descending order according to their liquidity premium. In contrast, at the bottom of the

hierarchy are countries of the periphery which have
”
non-liquid currencies as they are incapable

of performing the basic functions of money (medium of exchange, denomination of contracts

and international reserve currency) at the international level“ (de Paula et al., 2020, p. 12).

Accordingly, it follows that

lS < lN (3.1)

where lS is the liquidity premium of southern and lN of northern countries. In order to attract
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foreign investors, countries of the periphery must compensate for the difference in the liquidity

premium. Following de Paula et al. (2020), this can either be done by appreciating the exchange

rate aS, increasing the yield of assets measured by the interest rate qS, reducing capital account

regulations cS or a combination of these. In equilibrium, it is:

aS + qS − cS + lS = aN + qN − cN + lN (3.2)

and according to equation (3.11) with differences in the liquidity premium it is:

aS + qS − cS > aN + qN − cN (3.3)

While in theory simply increasing the sum of aS + qS − cS to close the difference in the

liquidity premium and overcome Original Sin sounds easy to manage, it is an arduous undertaking.

Southern countries with non-liquid currencies experience greater volatility of capital flows and

ultimately greater volatility of exchange rates (Fritz et al., 2018). To cope with these volatilities,

increased central bank intervention is necessary thereby increasing the reliance on policy rates

and shrinking the autonomy of the monetary authority (de Paula et al., 2017). In addition,

monetary policy transmission channels in southern countries are often constrained since domestic

capital markets are less developed, low private sector to GDP ratios make the credit channel

less effective and higher exchange rate volatility causes higher inflation rates (Fritz et al., 2018).

The difficulty of dealing with these limits becomes clear by including the external sector.

Southern countries are exposed to changes in investors’ liquidity preference and the monetary

policy of northern countries. Assuming a sudden increase in investors’ liquidity preference,

capital outflows to ’safe havens’ reduce asset prices and depreciate the southern currency. To

prevent this, constrained monetary policy would have to do more than it already does. One

way to support monetary policy by providing more autonomy to its authorities could be the

adoption of
”
capital controls to drive a wedge between onshore and offshore interest rates“ (Fritz

et al., 2018, p. 9). However, the success of this support depends on the currency expectation of

investors. Expected future depreciation could lead to immediate capital outflows when capital

controls are announced.

Instead of trying to compensate the difference in the liquidity premium by increasing the sum

of aS+qS−cS, southern countries could also try to climb up the currency hierarchy by increasing
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the liquidity premium itself. Exchange rate stability is therefore decisive to gain international

competitiveness (de Paula et al., 2017; Fritz et al., 2018). The effectiveness of monetary policy

depends on the transmission channel limiting factors, the stock of international reserves and

the financial openness (de Paula et al., 2017). Capital controls and financial development as

well as fiscal and wage policy support the effectiveness of monetary policy and strengthens the

autonomy of monetary authorities. Nevertheless, it remains a lengthy and arduous process.

Increasing its liquidity premium and climbing up the hierarchy of currencies, however, could

also be achieved by uniting with economic partners, especially in its ultimate form as a currency

union (Fritz & Mühlich, 2006). The degree of success, though, depends on the economic size of

the respective union.

3.3 Assessing the findings

Results of the empirical analysis confirm that Original Sin cannot be explained by macroeco-

nomic variables such as the inflation rate, the debt-to-GDP ratio or GDP per capita, among

others. Findings suggest that the size of a country is decisive for the degree of Original Sin.

However, analyzing the direction of causality for EMD countries reveals that the significant

negative relationship between the components measuring the size and Original Sin is bidirectional

for GDP and rather unidirectional from Original Sin on trade. These results, therefore, indicate

that Original Sin also hampers EMD countries’ process to catch-up.

While conventional theories have difficulties in explaining the increased exposure of EMD

countries to Original Sin, the concept of a currency hierarchy sheds light on it. Differences in

the liquidity premium between northern and southern currencies and the liquidity preference of

investors explain the constraints of countries to borrow internationally in their own currency.

In theory, to overcome these constraints southern countries can compensate for the difference

in the liquidity premium by appreciating the exchange rate or increasing the yield of assets.

Additionally, to support the effectiveness and autonomy of monetary authorities southern coun-

tries should use capital account regulations and policy coordination. However, in practice, these

countries are still constantly exposed to the associated risks of sudden capital outflows due to

changes in investors’ liquidity preference and the monetary policy of northern countries.

Interestingly, findings of the empirical analysis suggest that capital flow regulations and a

country’s exchange rate policy have a significant relationship with Original Sin. Original Sin is
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therefore more present in countries using capital flow restrictions or with fixed exchange rate

regimes. While the empirics could not reveal the direction of impact of these relationships, the

alternative approach indicates that it is Original Sin which drives countries to introduce capital

flow regulations and fixing the exchange rate rather than the other way around.

The other option, to climb up the hierarchy of currencies by increasing the liquidity premium

is a lengthy and arduous undertaking. However, it could also be achieved by uniting with

economic partners, especially in its ultimate form as a currency union (Fritz & Mühlich, 2006).

Interestingly, the empirics confirm that being part of a currency union like the Euroland is a

way to overcome Original Sin. However, the insignificance of the monetary co-operation dummy

suggests that the economic size of a currency union is crucial for its success.

4 Conclusion

The inability of countries to borrow internationally in their domestic currency is still a

persistent and widespread phenomenon. Although the development of the international debt

securities and especially of EMD countries records an overall strong increase from 1999 to

2019, the share of international debt securities denominated in the top five currencies remained

consistently high. The declining share of the top five currency countries in international debt

securities denominated in their currencies from 2009 onwards indicates that EMD countries

increasingly borrow internationally, though mainly in the top five currencies. Nevertheless,

an overall positive development of the Original Sin phenomenon is observable. Although the

Original Sin of some country groups such as the financial centers or other developed countries

deteriorated over the entire period, the exposure to Original Sin as a whole measured by the

OSIN 3 index declined by 0.04. Focusing on EMD countries, the average of its value improved

from period one to three by 0.02.

While the initial Original Sin literature by Eichengreen et al. (2002) and Hausmann and

Panizza (2003) come to the conclusion that solely the economic size of a country has a causal

relationship with Original Sin, the literature review reveals that most of the rather orthodox

recent investigations make the underdevelopment of domestic credit markets and monetary

stability responsible for Original Sin. Analyzing empirically the potential causes of Original Sin

shows that macroeconomic variables as well as the development of domestic credit markets play
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almost no role in explaining the increased exposure of EMD countries to Original Sin. Findings

suggest that only the economic size of a country is decisive for the degree of Original Sin and,

thus, confirm the results of Eichengreen et al. (2002) and Hausmann and Panizza (2003).

However, analyzing the direction of causality for EMD countries find that the significantly

negative relationship between the components measuring the size and Original Sin is bidirectional

for GDP and rather unidirectional from Original Sin on trade. These results, therefore, indicate

that Original Sin also hampers EMD countries’ process to catch up. Apart from macroeconomic

variables, the empirical analysis suggests that capital flow regulations and a country’s exchange

rate policy have a significant relationship with Original Sin. Countries using capital flow

restrictions or fixed exchange rate regimes are more likely to suffer from Original Sin. However,

the direction of causality is rather from Original Sin than the other way around.

The concept of a currency hierarchy sheds light on the phenomenon where conventional

theories have their difficulties. The constraints of southern countries to borrow internationally

in their own currency can be explained by the differences in the liquidity premium between

northern and southern currencies and the liquidity preference of investors. Appreciating the

exchange rate, increasing the yield of assets and/or reducing capital account regulations are one

way to close the difference in liquidity premia. While in theory, these adjustments sound easy to

manage, in practice, southern countries are constantly exposed to the associated risks of sudden

capital outflows due to changes in investors’ liquidity preference and the monetary policy of

northern countries.

The other option, to climb up the hierarchy of currencies by increasing the liquidity premium

is a lengthy and arduous undertaking. Exchange rate stability is decisive for southern countries to

gain international competitiveness (de Paula et al., 2017; Fritz et al., 2018). The effectiveness of

monetary policy depends on the transmission channel limiting factors, the stock of international

reserves and the financial openness (de Paula et al., 2017). Capital controls and financial

development as well as fiscal and wage policy support the effectiveness of monetary policy and

strengthens the autonomy of monetary authorities.

However, it could also be achieved by uniting with economic partners, especially in its

ultimate form as a currency union. Interestingly, the empirics confirm that being part of a

currency union like the Euroland is a way to overcome Original Sin. Having said this, it is

important to keep in mind that the Euro is the second strongest currency at the moment and
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it is obvious that joining the Euro frees a country from Original Sin. The insignificance of the

monetary co-operation dummy confirms this and suggests that the economic size of a currency

union is crucial for its success. The extent to which monetary co-operation contributes to reduce

Original Sin is thus of great interest. The applied methodology reaches its limit at this point.

Comprehensive threshold analysis focusing on the economic size of monetary co-operations could

therefore be an interesting future research to help EMD countries to find redemption from

Original Sin.
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Appendix

A1: Measures of Original Sin - countries.

Source: Own depiction.
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A1: Measures of Original Sin - countries (continued).

Source: Own depiction.
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A2: List of variables and their origin.

Source: Own depiction.
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A3: OLS country group model to receive R-squared.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction. List of variables and their origin is shown in the appendix A2.

A4: Monetary co-operation.

Source: Own calculations, own depiction based on Exchange Rates (2020).
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